
    EUROMARK CONCEPTION : MIXERS’ STRENGTHS

support stand 

The manual hydraulic stand allows a fast 
hooking and unhooking : a real timesaver. 

mixing screw

An anti-compacting stepped screw for an 
aerated and homogeneous mix. the screw is 
top-down equipped with steps and counter-
steps.

4 control windows

2 at the front and 2 at the back. They are 
located at man-height, to control the mixing 
process without climbing the inspection ladder.

big oil tank

For entrainment shaft. Transparent, to ease  
regular control of oil level. A regular maintenance 
increases your machine’s lifetime. 

bolted removable stainless steel carter

Ventilation chamber is an essential element of the 
machine. We mount it with stainless steel for a longer 
lifetime. (Only on mixers-straw blowers)

rolled tank

For an ideal circulation of the products without 
friction. It guarantees you a good homogeneity 
and an aerated mix. 
Thickness : 8mm for the tank and 20mm for 
the bottom. 

MIXERS DISTRIBUTORS
TXV6 / 9 / 11 / 13XL & TXW16 / 19 / 22 / 26 / 30XL

unalterable independent chassis

Monobloc large section with 4 load cells, 
which allows uncoupled weighing. Maximal 
comfort and longer lifetime. 
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planetary shaft and entrainment

Industrial reducing shaft with oil bath, dual 
steps. 

While mixing and distributing, important efforts 
are created bu the screw(s) and transmitted to 
the shaft, which is directly fixed on the screw.

On our models, the shaft is not fixed directly 
to the tank but on an intermediary prestressed 
collar.Thus the shaft is fixed mid-high to the 
screw. 

A prestressed caisson on the tank bottom 
receives the screw, lateral efforts do not 
reverberate on the shaft, which increases its 
lifetime. 

knives and counter-knives

Fibre respectful and strand’s length control. In the tank-
symmetrically positioned counter-knives help long fodders 
cutting. The fast cut of fodders is guaranteed by a screw 
supplied with 9 or 10 Long Life serrated knives each (according 
to models) and with 2 800mm high manually controlled counter-
knives (hydraulic optional). 

French manufactured, these knives are made with hardened 
steel for long lifetime.Their asymmetrical gears ensure a clear 
cut and an auto-cleaning effect. 
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weighing box

Simple and intuitive of use, it allows you to 
weight all the ingredients of the ration. It is 
wired to 4 load cells on the chassis. Serial 
mounted with Stad 04+ weight indicator.


